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(716) 569-7000

 Complete the mandatory survey to request transportation.  
 Download and sign-up for the Traversa Ride 360 app.

RHJ: No change. RHJ still qualifies for all students to receive free and reduced breakfast and lunch because
this school met the threshold of students who qualify via direct certification or from completing the required
application.  
MS/HS: Significant change. MS/HS missed the required threshold by just 12 students. Breakfast and lunch
will no longer be free for everyone.  Student breakfasts will cost $2.00 and lunches will cost $3.50.

Physical distancing is no longer required. We will be welcoming back student group work, flexible seating
arrangements, and lunch socialization.
Please send your child to school only when they feel well and do not have a fever. Positive COVID cases are
required to isolate for 5 days.     
Our nurses will no longer be testing students for COVID, but you may still request COVID tests directly
from them or from the main office.  

August 29, 2022

Dear Frewsburg Families, 

We look forward to the return of students on Tuesday, September 6th. Below are important updates for the 2022-
2023 school year.  

Transportation - Please see the attached letter from transportation for further details.  If your child is riding the
bus, please do two things detailed in the letter:

1.
2.

Free and Reduced Breakfast and Lunch - The federal COVID assistance that provided free breakfasts and
lunches for all students was terminated effective 6/30/2022. What does this mean?

We encourage all families to complete and return the attached application so that both schools will qualify to
have all students receive free breakfasts and lunches.
 
School Environment

There is much to look forward to this year! We are excited to once again partner with you in your child's
education. Should you have any further questions, please feel free to contact us.   

Sincerely, 

Shelly O’Boyle
Superintendent

#BearPride                        #YouBelongHere


